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Abstract
Tumor-derived extracellular vesicles (TEVs) secreted into the blood create a pre-metastatic niche in distant organs; however,
it is unclear how TEVs are delivered and how they affect stromal cells in the tumor microenvironment. Tumor-associated
macrophages (TAMs) have pivotal roles in cancer progression by interacting with cancer cells and other stromal cells. Here,
we report a novel function of TAMs: delivery and transmission of TEV contents. TEV-incorporating macrophages (TEV-
MΦs) showed increased invasiveness and were disseminated widely. Upon contact with host stromal cells (peritoneal
mesothelial cells (PMCs), fibroblasts, and endothelial cells), TEV-MΦs released membrane blebs containing TEVs, a
process dependent upon localized activation of caspase-3 in MΦs. Scattered blebs were incorporated into stromal cells,
leading to transfer of cancer-derived RNA and proteins such as TGF-β, activated Src, Wnt3, and HIF1α. TEV-MΦ-secreted
blebs containing cancer-derived components contributed to myofibroblastic changes in recipient stromal cells. TEVs
delivered by MΦs penetrated deep into the parenchyma of the stomach in TEV-injected mice, and transmitted TEVs to
PMCs lining the stomach surface; this process induced PMCs to undergo mesothelial–mesenchymal transition. PMCs
infiltrated the gastric wall and created a niche, thereby promoting tumor invasion. Depletion of MΦs prevented these events.
Moreover, TEV-MΦs created a pro-metastatic niche. Taken together, these results suggest a novel function for TAMs:
transfer of cancer-derived components to surrounding stromal cells and induction of a pro-tumor microenvironment via an
increase in the number of CAF-like cells.

Introduction

Extracellular vesicles (EV) include exosomes and plasma
membrane vesicles containing a specific composition of
lipids, mRNAs, miRNAs, and proteins [1–3]. Cancer-
derived EVs are secreted into liquids, i.e., blood, thereby
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delivering EVs to distant organs and facilitating creation of
a pre-metastatic niche [4, 5]. However, the mechanism
underlying delivery and distribution of EVs to local tissue is
unclear. Although uptake of tumor-derived EVs (TEVs) by
stromal cells such as fibroblasts promotes growth and CAF-
like differentiation [6, 7], diffusion of EVs into tumor tis-
sues is thought to be limited; therefore, the question arises
as to how TEVs are delivered to target cells and to what
extent TEVs affect stromal cells. Imaging of gastric cancer
cell-derived EVs within the stomach suggests that cancer
cells guide mesothelial cells via EVs to prepare a “com-
fortable” environment for tumor infiltration [8].

Peritoneal mesothelial cells (PMCs) undergo mesothe-
lial–mesenchymal transition (MMT) and participate in
fibrosis by differentiating into myofibroblasts during peri-
toneal metastasis [9–11]. Previously, we performed cell
lineage tracing of PMCs using a reporter PMC line
expressing the tdTomato fluorescent protein after recombi-
nation with a mesothelial cells marker, Wilms tumor 1
((Wt1)CreERT2) [8, 12]. Using this method, we observed
PMC-mediated tumor invasion of the gastric wall. Upon
submucosal implantation of cancer cell-derived EVs, PMCs
lining the stomach migrated into the gastric wall. PMCs in
the gastric wall then promoted tumor invasion toward the
subserosa, suggesting mutual attraction between cancer
cells and PMCs (Fig. S1A, B) [8]. Infiltration of the gastric
wall by PMCs was also observed in human gastric cancer
specimens (Fig. S1C) [8].

The above study suggests that gastric cancer cells attract
serosal PMCs via TEVs, which are transmitted to PMCs
through the thick muscle layer of the stomach. Human
gastric cancer specimens often contain many MΦs (Fig.
S1C, D). Therefore, we focused on MΦs as a transmitter of
TEVs to host stromal cells.

Tumor-associated MΦs (TAMs) promote cancer pro-
gression by producing proangiogenic or inflammatory
cytokines such as TNFα, IL-1β, IL-10, VEGF, bFGF, and
metalloproteinases (MMPs) [13, 14]. M2-polarized TAMs
suppress T-cell proliferation [15, 16]. TAMs also trigger
cancer cell dissemination by transferring cytoplasm to
cancer cells [17, 18] and inducing adjacent cancer cells to
undergo epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) by
secreting cytokines and EVs [19–22].

Here, we identify a novel function of MΦs: carriage and
transmission of TEV contents to other stromal cells via
release of plasma membrane blebs upon contact. These
blebs contain cancer-derived components, which, together
with MΦ-derived components, induce CAF-like transfor-
mation of stromal cells. In gastric cancer, TEVs were pre-
ferentially incorporated into MΦs, which actively migrated
from the primary site and then transmitted TEVs to PMCs.
Thus, MΦs induce MMT in distant PMCs, thereby trig-
gering invasion of the gastric wall; these invading PMCs

then prepare a pro-tumoral niche. Likewise, MΦs transform
peripheral normal fibroblasts (NFs) into CAFs, and trigger
endothelial–mesenchymal transition (EndoMT). These
findings indicate that blocking MΦ-mediated transfer of
TEVs may be an effective anti-cancer therapy.

Results

MΦs promote dissemination of TEVs

Although TEVs are delivered via tissue fluid, it is unclear
how they diffuse and affect stromal cells in the primary
tumor. When we monitored distribution of latex microbeads
implanted into the murine gastric wall, we found that bead
dissemination in muscle layers was greater after co-
implantation of gastric cancer cell-derived TEVs (Fig. 1a,
b, d, S1E). Dissemination of latex beads, which are used to
monitor phagocytosis, was dependent on MΦs because it
was inhibited upon depletion of MΦs by clodronate lipo-
somes (Fig. 1c, S1F). The distribution of latex beads and
TEVs largely overlapped (Fig. 1e, f). In the periphery, both
beads and TEVs were released from transported MΦs and
became scattered (Fig. 1g). Therefore, we asked whether
TEVs are transported by activated macrophages and trans-
ferred to other stromal cells.

Scirrhous gastric cancer comprises cancer cells and
CAFs; therefore, we collected TEVs present in conditioned
medium (CM) from 44As3 scirrhous gastric cancer cells co-
cultured with CAFs. After cells were labeled with
membrane-impermeable biotin, co-cultured cancer cells and
CAFs secreted many more EVs (as estimated by the amount
of biotin-labeled membrane proteins in purified TEVs) than
either cell type in monoculture (Fig. 1h). In addition, TEVs
in serum-depleted medium from 44As3/CAF co-cultures
contained large ApoVs (Fig. 1i). More than 25% of 44As3
cells underwent apoptosis in co-culture [23], and cancer cell
apoptosis was detected frequently in human scirrhous gas-
tric cancer specimens (Fig. S1G). The finding that ApoV-
rich 44As3/CAF co-culture-derived TEVs (44As3/CAF-
TEVs) regulate tumor invasion [23] led us to examine their
effects on MΦ function.

When we treated mouse peritoneal MΦs with 44As3/
CAF-TEVs, they elongated and formed podosome rosettes
(Fig. 1j, k). Mouse transcriptome analysis to compare the
gene expression profiles of wild-type and TEV-treated MΦs
(TEV-MΦs) revealed that genes encoding cytokines and
chemokines, inflammatory cytokines, MMPs and their
regulators, and immunosuppressors were upregulated in the
latter cell type (summarized in Fig. S1H).

Next, we examined transfer of latex beads and TEVs
from MΦs to NFs. When MΦs incorporating latex beads
and TEVs were co-cultured with NFs, both the beads and
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Fig. 1 Macrophages carry and release TEVs. a–g TEVs were purified
from 44As3 cells and CAFs. RFP-labeled latex beads (red), with or
without TEVs, were injected into the mouse gastric wall. c Clodronate
liposomes (50 µl/body) were injected intraperitoneally on Day 3.
Stomachs were excised on Day 7; confocal microscope images of
dissected stomach (100 µm sections) are shown. M mucosa, MP
muscularis propria. Arrows indicate the muscle layer. d The area of
latex beads in the muscle layer (Fig. S1E) was calculated and
expressed as a ratio relative to the control. Results are expressed as the
mean ± SD (n= 5 mice/group). *P < 0.05. e–g TEVs were labeled
with DiO before injection. Images in the center (f) and peripheral area
(g) occupied by latex beads are enlarged. h Cell surface proteins
expressed by 44As3 cells and CAFs were labeled separately with
Sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin and either co-cultured or cultured separately for

16 h. EVs were purified from the CM, and protein lysates were
immunoblotted with HRP-labeled streptavidin. i Electron microscopy
image of purified TEVs. j, k Mouse peritoneal MΦs incubated with
purified TEVs for 72 h. j Wild-type (wt) and TEV-MΦs were stained
with phalloidin (red) and DAPI (blue). The arrow indicates a podo-
some rosette. l, m Macrophages were preincubated with RFP-latex
beads with or without DiO-labeled TEVs. MΦs were detached and co-
cultured with NF for 16 h. Red, latex beads; green, TEVs; white,
phalloidin. Asterisks indicate MΦs. Bar, 200 µm (a–e); 10 µm (f, g, j–
m). n Uptake of latex beads by NFs. The uptake index was determined
as described in Supplementary materials and methods, and expressed
as a ratio relative to uptake of control latex beads alone (TEV-). *P <
0.05
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the TEVs were transferred to NFs (Fig. 1l). Control MΦs
lacking TEVs also transferred latex beads, but in much
lower numbers (Fig. 1m, n, S2A).

TEV-MΦs transmit TEV contents to stromal cells

To confirm that TEV-MΦs deliver TEVs to other stromal
cells and transmit the loading molecules, we labeled TEVs

with a fluorescent dye, DiO, and added them to MΦs. DiO-
labeled TEVs were also added to CAFs to compare delivery
of TEVs (Fig. 2a). When CAFs loaded with DiO-TEVs
were co-cultured with NFs, most DiO-TEVs remained
within CAFs at 7 h (Fig. 2b). By contrast, DiO-TEVs began
to be released from TEV-MΦs at earlier times; many TEV
particles were disseminated within NFs at 7 h and later (Fig.
2c, d, S2B). TEV-MΦs did not release TEVs when cultured
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alone (Fig. 2e). Figure 2f shows TEVs incorporated into
stromal cells. Frequently, TEV-MΦs making contact with
PMCs or NFs formed blebs or long protrusions, which were
rarely observed in wild-type MΦs; torn blebs containing
TEVs were scattered (Fig. 2g). Internalization of TEVs by
NFs was confirmed by trypsinization and acid washing,
which removes TEVs attached to the cell surface (Fig. S2C)
[24]. TEV-MΦs also transmitted TEVs to TKD2 endothe-
lial cells upon contact (Fig. S2D).

Transfer of cancer cell-derived proteins to stromal cells
via MΦs was confirmed using 44As3 cells stably expressing
EGFP-tagged CD63 (a tetraspanin protein enriched in EVs)
(Fig. 2h, i) [1], 44As3 cells expressing mCherry-tagged
histone-H2B (a nuclear marker; Fig. 2j) [23], or 44As3 cells
in which total proteins were pulse-labeled with biotin
(Figure S2E). MΦs were incubated with these 44As3/CAF-
TEVs and then co-cultured with NFs or PMCs (Fig. 2h–j,
S2E–G). As expected, many particles containing CD63-
EGFP (Fig. 2i), H2B-mCherry (Fig. 2j), or biotin-labeled
proteins (Fig. S2G) were released from MΦs and incorpo-
rated into NFs and PMCs. To examine the possibility that
TEVs released from MΦs were fused to or engulfed by the
MΦ plasma membrane, the plasma membrane proteins of
MΦs were labeled with biotin (Fig. 2k). Co-culture of NFs
with biotinylated MΦs incorporating CD63-EGFP-TEVs
revealed that many of the EGFP-labeled TEVs transferred
to NFs were labeled with biotin (Fig. 2l).

Next, to examine transfer of RNA contained within
TEVs from MΦs to NFs, we pulse-labeled RNA from
44As3 cells with the cell-permeable dye 5-ethynyl uridine
(5-EU) (Fig. S2H). TEVs were collected from 5-EU-labeled
44As3/CAF co-cultures and added to MΦs. When TEV-
MΦs were further incubated with NFs, 5-EU-labeled 44As3

RNA was detected in NFs making contact with MΦs (Fig.
S2I, J), suggesting transfer of cancer cell RNA to NFs.

To test whether the proteins transferred from TEV to
stromal cells are active/functional, we prepared TEVs from
44As3 cells expressing CD63-tagged Cre (Fig. S3A, B).
When MΦs incorporating CD63-Cre-TEVs were co-
cultured with PMCs isolated from ROSA26-tdTomato
mice, some PMCs expressed tdTomato (Fig. S3C). More-
over, when these CD63-Cre TEV-MΦs were injected in the
gastric wall of ROSA26-tdTomato mice, stromal cells sur-
rounding the injected MΦs also turned red (Fig. S3D).

MΦs transmit TEVs to stromal cells via membrane
blebs

To ascertain the role of membrane blebs during TEV
transfer, we performed time-lapse imaging of TEV-MΦ/NF
co-cultures using digital holographic microscopy, which
monitors cells in three dimensions. TEV-MΦs attached to
NFs released membrane blebs (Fig. 3a, b, S4A, and Sup-
plemental movies 1–3). Sometimes, the released blebs were
incorporated into NFs (Fig. 3c). Again, dissemination of
membrane blebs in TEV-MΦ monocultures was rare (Fig.
S4B). Transfer of TEVs from MΦs to NFs was confirmed
by monitoring TEV-MΦ/NF co-cultures under a fluores-
cence microscope (Supplemental movie 4).

Next, we used cell confrontation assays to examine
TEVs scattered by MΦs upon contact with NFs or PMCs.
TEV-MΦs and NFs were co-cultured with each cell type,
with only a small gap separating the two cell fronts (Fig.
S4C). As the cells migrated, the two cell fronts collided,
thereby allowing analysis of TEV release at the boundary.
As expected, scattering of released TEVs was detected more
frequently at the boundary than at the center or the free edge
of the TEV-MΦ clump (Fig. 3d–f, S4D). These results
indicate that scattering of TEV-containing blebs is accel-
erated by contact with fibroblasts. By contrast, membrane
blebs were rarely observed in untreated MΦs after contact
with NFs (Fig. 3g).

Plasma membrane blebbing occurs in apoptotic and non-
apoptotic cells showing high motility [25]. Therefore, we
examined apoptosis of TEV-MΦs in a TUNEL assay.
Apoptosis of TEV-MΦs at the MΦ/NF boundary and free-
edge region occurred rarely (<3% in both cases) (Fig. S4E).
Apoptosis of TEV-MΦs in mixed co-culture with PMCs
was also rare (Fig. S4E, right). Time-lapse images revealed
that TEV-MΦs did not induce apoptosis for at least several
hours after bleb release (Supplemental movie 4). Activated
caspase-3 was observed in plasma membrane blebs from
some TEV-MΦs (Fig. 3h). Caspase-3 constitutively acti-
vates Rho kinase (ROCK1) by proteolytic cleavage of its C-
terminus; in addition, activation of ROCK1 induces for-
mation of plasma membrane blebs in an apoptotic and

Fig. 2 TEVs are transferred from MΦs to stromal cells. a MΦs or
CAFs were treated with DiO-labeled 44As3/CAF-TEVs and then co-
cultured with NFs or PMCs. b TEV-treated CAFs (TEV-CAFs) and
NFs were fixed at 7 h and stained with phalloidin (red) and DAPI. (C–
G) Co-culture of TEV-MΦs with NFs (c, d) or PMCs (g). e TEV-MΦs
cultured alone for 24 h. Cells were fixed and immunostained with anti-
F4/80 (c, d: white). Asterisks indicate TEV-MΦs. Phalloidin: red in c,
d, and g, and white in e. f Uptake index of TEV by NFs (expressed as a
ratio relative to TEV-MΦ/NF culture, 3 h). In monocultures of TEV-
MΦs, the area of TEVs released from MΦs was measured. g Arrow-
heads indicate protrusion or blebs from the TEV-MΦ membrane. h, i
MΦs were treated with CD63-EGFP-44As3/CAF-TEVs. TEV-MΦs
were co-cultured for 14 h with NFs or PMCs. i Cells were immu-
nostained with anti-EGFP (green) and phalloidin (white). j H2B-
mCherry-44As3/CAF-TEVs were added to MΦs. TEV-MΦs were co-
cultured with NFs. Arrows indicate H2B transferred to NFs, as
detected by an anti-RFP antibody (red). TEV-MΦs were labeled by
anti-F4/80 (green). k, l TEVs were prepared as in h and added to MΦs,
which were surface-labeled with Sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin. TEV-MΦs
were co-cultured for 14 h with NFs. l Cells were immunostained with
anti-EGFP (CD63-EGFP-TEVs, green), streptavidin (red), and anti-
F4/80 (MΦs, white). Bar, 1 µm in l (insets). Others: bar, 5 µm
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physiological context [26]. Addition of ZVAD, a caspase
inhibitor, attenuated bleb formation and TEV transfer (Fig.
3i, j).

Next, we examined the routes of TEV uptake by PMCs
and NFs. Cells take up relatively large EVs by

macropinocytosis and phagocytosis [27]. Macrophage-PMC
transfer of TEVs depends mainly on macropinocytosis by
PMCs because incorporated TEVs largely overlap with
incorporation of dextran, a marker of macropinocytosis
[28], but not with that of latex beads, a marker of
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phagocytosis [24] (Fig. S5A, C). TEV uptake by PMCs was
inhibited markedly by EIPA, an inhibitor of macro-
pinocytosis (Fig. S5B). In NFs, incorporated TEVs largely
overlapped with latex beads (Fig. S5D, E). Addition of
Annexin V, which inhibits phagocytosis of ApoVs, partially
blocked TEV uptake by NFs (Fig. S5F) [29]. Although
some TEVs were trafficked to lysosome compartments in
MΦs (detected at 12 h; Fig. S5G), a large number remained
outside the phagolysosomes and were enriched in plasma
membrane blebs after co-culture with NFs (40 h; Fig. S5H).

Next, to compare the contents of TEVs and MΦ-secreted
blebs, we labeled total proteins in 44 As3 cells with biotin
and then examined the amounts present in vesicles by
immunoblotting. EVs containing MΦ-blebs (TEV-MΦ-
EVs) were collected from TEV-MΦ/PMCs co-cultured in
the presence of EIPA to ensure that released blebs were not
incorporated by PMCs (Fig. S6A). Many 44As3-derived
proteins were detected in both TEVs and TEV-MΦ-EVs
(Fig. S6A; EV#1); also, MΦ-derived proteins were
observed in TEV-MΦ-EVs (Fig. S6A; EV#2). To further
examine the contents of TEVs and MΦ-EVs in vivo, Lewis
lung carcinoma (LLC) cells were injected subcutaneously in
mice and CD11b+F4/80+ TAMs were isolated from dis-
sected tumors (Fig. S6B, C). Bone marrow (BM)-MΦs were
also isolated from LLC-inoculated mice, and total proteins
from the MΦs were labeled with biotin to examine the
contents of the EVs. Similarly, biotin-labeled LLC cells
were injected into mice to monitor transfer of LLC-derived
components. Many proteins not observed in wild-type MΦs
or BM-MΦ-derived EVs were detected in TAM-secreted
EVs (TAM-EV#1) (Fig. S6D, left). Again, some LLC cell-
derived proteins were detected in both TEVs and TAM-EVs
(TAM-EV#2) (Fig. S6D, right).

The RNA content of these vesicles was also examined.
By RNA sequencing, the percentage of genes commonly

identified in 44As3-TEVs and TEV-MΦ-EVs was 16.7%
and 15.8%, respectively (Fig. S6E). Functional annotation
of these common genes revealed that genes related to pro-
teoglycan pathway, which lead to cell migration or pro-
liferation were identified (Fig. S6F). In addition, RNA from
LLC-TEVs and TAM-EVs revealed that 20.6% of genes
upregulated in TEVs (compared with wild-type MΦ-EVs)
were also upregulated in TAM-EVs, and that 23.7% of
genes upregulated in TAM-EVs were also upregulated in
TEVs (#2, 915 genes) (Fig. S6G).

TEV-MΦs are highly invasive and promote invasion
by cancer cells

When wild-type MΦs or MΦs incorporating 44As3-CAF-
TEVs were examined in a gel invasion assay, invasion by
TEV-MΦs was more marked than that by wild-type MΦs
(Fig. 4a–c). Coordinated invasion by cancer cells and
macrophages was also observed upon mixing 44As3 cells
with TEV-MΦs (Fig. 4d–f).

Next, we examined TEV-MΦ invasion in vivo. Mice
were injected subcutaneously (bilaterally into the skin on
the back) with 44As3 cells and wild-type MΦs or TEV-
MΦs (Fig. 4g). Nodules of wild-type MΦs comprised
dome-like clusters with a clear margin, whereas nodules of
TEV-MΦs were irregular and scattered throughout sur-
rounding tissues, especially toward the clump of 44As3
cells (Fig. 4h, i). Moreover, when EGFP-expressing 44As3
cells and DiI-labeled MΦs were mixed and injected into the
submucosal space of the murine gastric wall, invasion of the
muscle wall by 44As3 cells and TEV-MΦs was markedly
greater than that by 44As3 cells alone or a mixture of 44As3
cells and wild-type MΦs (Fig. 4j–m). In addition, transen-
dothelial invasion by TEV-MΦs was greater than that by
wild-type MΦs (Fig. 4n–q).

When expression of genes related to cell invasion or
chemokines/cytokines and their receptors were examined,
we detected high expression of mRNA encoding CXCL2
and CXCL12 in 44As3 cells and mouse PMCs, respec-
tively; in addition, the corresponding receptors (CXCR2
and CXCR4, respectively) were expressed at higher levels
in TEV-MΦs than in wild-type MΦs (Fig. S7A). This
suggests that these genes may have roles in migration of
TEV-MΦs toward tumors and PMCs.

TEV-MΦs convert PMCs and NFs into CAF-like cells

The characteristic epithelial appearance of cultured PMCs
(Fig. 5a) was unchanged upon co-culture with wild-type
MΦs (Fig. 5b). However, PMCs became fibroblastic when
mixed with TEV-MΦs, suggesting that they undergo MMT
(Fig. 5c). There was a slight increase in expression of N-
cadherin, Vimentin, and Slug after PMCs were mixed with

Fig. 3 Membrane blebbing from MΦs mediates transfer of TEVs. a–c
TEV-MΦs prepared from 44As3/CAF-TEVs were co-cultured with
NFs. Representative time-lapse holographic microscopy images. (a
and b: Supplementary movies 1 and 2, respectively.) The arrows
indicate membrane blebs released from TEV-MΦs (marked with red
asterisks). Circles in c indicate incorporation of released blebs into
NFs. Bar, 25 µm. d–f Confrontation assay performed using MΦs
incorporating DiO-TEVs (green) and DiI-NFs (red). d Image of the
boundary after 40 h. Bar, 5 mm. TEV-MΦs at the boundary (boxed
area, enlarged in right), free edge (e), and center of the TEV-MΦ
clump (f). Phalloidin, white; bar, 50 µm. g DiO-labeled wild-type MΦs
were used in a confrontation assay. h, i Confrontation assay, per-
formed as in d, using MΦs incorporating DiI-labeled TEVs. h Upper,
plane image; bottom, 3D image. Bar, 1 µm. i ZVAD (20 µM) was
added to the medium during the confrontation assay. Immunostaining
was performed using anti-cleaved caspase-3 (green), phalloidin
(white), and DAPI. Representative images of the boundary are shown.
Arrows indicate membrane blebs, which contain DiI-labeled TEVs.
Asterisks indicate TEV-MΦs. Bar, 10 µm (g–i). j Confrontation assays
were performed as in h and i, and cells were lysed for western blot
analysis of cleaved caspase-3 and αSMA expression
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wild-type MΦs; however, this increased significantly upon
co-culture with TEV-MΦs (Fig. 5d–f). Moreover, PMCs
co-cultured with TEV-MΦs expressed mRNA encoding
alpha-smooth muscle actin (αSMA) and FAP (myofibro-
blast markers) (Fig. 5g, h).

To confirm that direct interaction between PMCs and
TEV-MΦs is important for induction of MMT and myofi-
broblastic changes in PMCs, we cultured PMCs for 3 days
in CM from wild-type MΦs or TEV-MΦs. Expression of
mRNA encoding N-cadherin and αSMA in PMCs was
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much lower after exposure to CM from TEV-MΦs than
after direct contact (Fig. 5i, j). Next, we asked whether
TEVs induce MMT directly. When TEVs and PMCs were
mixed, there was no marked change in epithelial morphol-
ogy (Fig. S7B), and expression of αSMA was not induced
(Fig. 5k, l). Although MΦs convert myofibroblasts under
some conditions [30], we detected no increase in αSMA
protein or transcripts encoding CAF markers in TEV-MΦs
(Fig. 5l, right; Fig. S7C).

Next, we examined the effect of TEV-MΦs on NFs.
Expression of αSMA increased at both the mRNA and
protein level after co-culture with TEV-MΦs prepared by
mixing 44As3/CAFs or LLC/CAFs (Fig. 5m, S7D, E).
Inhibiting transfer of TEVs from MΦs to NFs using ZVAD
attenuated induction of αSMA expression (Fig. 3j).
Expression of αSMA was also induced in TKD2 endothelial
cells after co-culture with TEV-MΦs (Fig. S7D, bottom).

Transfer of TEV components contributes to
mesenchymal transition

Next, we examined proteins within TEVs that may be
responsible for inducing MMT [4, 31–33]. TGF-β was
detected in EVs derived from CAF monocultures, although
the concentration was higher in 44As3/CAF-TEVs (Fig.
6a). Activated Src (phosphorylated on tyrosine residue
416), Wnt3a, β-catenin, and HIF1α were all expressed in
44As3 cells and detected in 44As3/CAF-TEVs (Fig. 6a).
We did not observe direct transport of αSMA via TEVs
(Fig. 6a).

Uptake of TEVs by MΦs led to increased expression of
activated Src, β-catenin, and phosphorylated Smad2 (Fig.
6b). High level expression of Src kinase was detected in
TEV-MΦs, as identified by CD63-EGFP (Fig. S6F–H).
Exposure of co-cultures of TEV-MΦs and PMCs or NFs to
inhibitors of Src kinase (PP2), TGF-β receptor 1
(SB525334), or HDAC6 (which has a role in TGF-β-
induced EMT) (TubA) [34] blocked induction of αSMA in
PMCs and NFs (Fig. 6c). Notably, expression of mRNA
encoding αSMA in PMCs and NFs was attenuated by EIPA
and Annexin V, respectively, which inhibit TEV transfer to
these stromal cells (Fig. 6d).

To examine the contribution of cancer-derived compo-
nents to TEV-MΦ-mediated MMT, we prepared TEVs from
44As3 cells and CAFs, both of which were biotin-labeled.
TEV-MΦ-secreted EVs were then separated into biotin-
positive and -negative fractions (Fig. S8A). Induction of
MMT was detected in both fractions, but was higher in the
fraction containing TEV components (biot+; Fig. S8A). In
addition, TEV-MΦ-EVs expressed TGF-β1 selectively in
biotin+ fraction; de novo synthesis of TGF-β1 mRNA was
not evident in TEV-MΦs (Fig. S8B). These results suggest
that MΦ-mediated transfer of TEV contents to stromal cells
contributes to myofibroblastic changes.

TEV-MΦs create a pro-tumor niche

To examine TEV-MΦ-mediated MMT of PMCs in vivo, we
injected DiO-labeled TEV-MΦs into the submucosal space
in the stomach of Wt1CreERT2-tdTomato mice (Fig. 7a). The
number of αSMA-expressing myofibroblasts in the clump
of injected TEV-MΦs increased (Fig. 7b). TEV-MΦs dis-
seminated, made contact with serosal PMCs, and delivered
EGFP-labeled TEVs (Fig. 7c). In turn, PMCs expressing
αSMA invaded the gastric wall (Fig. 7d). These observa-
tions support the above results showing that TEV-MΦs
induce MMT and cause myofibroblastic changes in PMCs
and NFs. Moreover, TEV-MΦs made contact with endo-
thelial cells lining blood vessels in the mouse stomach.
Transendothelial invasion by TEV-MΦs was observed
sometimes (Fig. 7e), and released TEVs were detected in
endothelial cells and capillary vessels (Fig. 7f).

When 44As3 cells were injected into the submucosal
space of Wt1CreERT2-tdTnu mice, PMCs infiltrated the gastric
wall (Fig. 7g). By contrast, administration of clodronate
liposomes after gastric injection of 44As3 cells attenuated
PMC niche formation (Fig. 7h). In addition, chemical
treatment of gastric cancer enhanced dissemination of TEVs
from apoptotic cancer cells within the tumor micro-
environment. When CD63-EGFP-expressing cancer cells
were injected into the mouse stomach and mice were treated
with cisplatin (CDDP) and 5FU (which induced partial
apoptosis of 44As3 cells), we found that high levels of

Fig. 4 TEV-MΦs increase coordinated invasion by cancer cells. a–f
DiI-MΦs (1.0 × 105), with or without EGFP-expressing cancer cells
(1.5 × 104), were placed on the gel and incubated for 7 days. The gels
were fixed and imaged under a confocal microscope. b, e Repre-
sentative images of invading cells. Red, MΦs; green, cancer cells. Bar,
200 µm. c, f The area of invading cells was calculated and expressed as
a ratio relative to that of control cells. Results are expressed as the
mean ± SD of three independent experiments. *P < 0.05. g–i DiI-
labeled wild-type or 44As3/CAF-TEV-MΦs, and 44As3 cells (1 × 106

cells for each) were implanted separately into the backs of mice. Mice
were killed at Day 14 (n= 5). h Representative nodules comprising
implanted MΦs. i Sectioned MΦ nodules. Bar, 500 µm. j–l EGFP-
44As3 cells (2 × 105 cells; green), with or without the MΦs (2 × 105

cells) in g–i (red), were implanted into the submucosal space within
the stomach of nude mice. The stomach was resected on Day 6.
Representative confocal microscope images from five mice are shown.
Arrows indicate the muscle layer. Bar, 200 µm. m Infiltration of the
intra-muscle layer by 44As3 cells and MΦs was evaluated by calcu-
lating the area of invading cells. Data are expressed as a ratio relative
to control 44As3 cells (means ± SD). *P < 0.05. n, o Transendothelial
invasion assay using MΦs (wild-type and 44As3/CAF-TEV-MΦs). o,
p Representative images showing the bottom surface of the TKD2
monolayer. Red, TKD2 cells; green, DiO-MΦs. Bar, 100 µm. q The
area of MΦs exposed to the bottom surface of the TKD2 monolayer
was calculated and expressed as a ratio relative to control wt-MΦs.
Results are expressed as the mean ± SD of three independent experi-
ments. *P < 0.05
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Fig. 5 TEV-MΦs induce MMT and convert NFs to CAFs. a–c
Representative optical microscope images of PMCs cultured alone (a)
or with wild-type MΦs (b) or 44As3/CAF-TEV-MΦs (c). For co-
culture, 2 × 105 cells of each type were mixed and incubated for 3 days
in 6 cm diameter dishes. Bar, 20 µm. d–h Cells cultured as above were
subjected to quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR). PMCs and MΦs were
derived from rat and mouse, respectively; all primers used for PCR
were designed from the rat sequence (i.e., they do not amplify the
corresponding mouse gene). i, j PMCs were non-treated (control) or
treated with CM from MΦs, or co-cultured directly with MΦs (Mix).

Expression of N-cadherin and αSMA (ACTA2) mRNA in rat PMCs
was measured by qPCR. k, l PMCs were cultured alone, co-cultured
for 3 days with TEV-MΦs, or treated directly with 44As3/CAF-TEVs.
l PMCs alone showed weak expression of αSMA, which may be due
to spontaneous mesenchymal transition of PMCs during the experi-
ment. m NFs were cultured alone, or with TEV-MΦs prepared from
44As3/CAF (TEV-MΦ1) or LLC/CAFs (TEV-MΦ2). Expression of
αSMA (ACTA2) mRNA in human NFs was examined by qPCR.
Results (expressed as a ratio relative to control cells) are derived from
three independent experiments. *P < 0.05
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CD63-EGFP-containing TEVs were released by cancer
cells and incorporated mainly by MΦs. At the periphery of
the tumor, TEVs were scattered from TEV-incorporated
MΦs (Fig. S9A).

To further examine TEV-MΦ-mediated niche formation,
MΦs incorporating B16BL6/CAF-TEVs were injected into
mice intraperitoneally and metastasis of B16BL6 cells was
evaluated (Fig. 7i). Metastasis of B16BL6 cells in mice pre-
injected with TEV-MΦs was markedly higher than that in
mice injected with wild-type MΦs (Fig. 7j, k). Metastasis
was observed in mesentery, omentum, and kidneys,
whereas no metastasis was detected in lungs. Accumulation
or dissemination of TEV-MΦs was observed in these tissues
when the cells were injected alone (Fig. S9B–D), suggest-
ing that TEV-MΦs prepare pro-metastatic niches.

Discussion

Cancer cells and MΦs affect each other. Cytokines and EVs
secreted by cancer cells polarize MΦs to pro-tumoral TAMs
[35]. TEV-MΦs showed upregulation of genes that were
upregulated in TAMs (Fig. S1H). Reciprocally, TAMs
promote cancer progression by secreting cytokines that
induce EMT of cancer cells [19–22]. However, we found
that MΦs altered the phenotype of stromal cells, at least in
part, by transmitting the contents of TEVs. MΦs incorpor-
ating TEVs moved away from the primary site and trans-
ferred TEVs to host stromal cells, thereby triggering MMT.
TEVs transported by MΦs penetrated deep into the par-
enchyma. In particular, large amounts of TEVs may be
produced by tumors after chemotherapy (Fig. S9A), which

Fig. 6 MMT-promoting factors
in TEVs. a Expression of MMT-
related factors in TEVs and cell
lysates was examined by
western blotting. EVs were
collected from the CM of 44As3
cells (5 × 106), CAFs (5 × 106),
and co-culture of cancer cells
and CAFs (5 × 106 cells each). b
Western blot analysis of MMT-
related factors in wild-type MΦs
and TEV-MΦs. c Inhibitors of
Src kinase (PP2, 5 µM), TGF-β
receptor 1 (SB525334, 5 µM),
and HDAC6 (Tubastatin A, 15
nM) were added to co-cultures
of TEV-MΦs plus PMCs or
NFs. d 44As3/CAF-TEV-MΦs
were co-cultured with human
PMCs or NFs, with or without
addition of EIPA or Annexin V
(as in Fig. S5B, F). Expression
of αSMA mRNA by PMCs and
NFs was measured by qPCR,
and the results were expressed as
ratio relative to control cells.
Data are derived from three
independent experiments. *P <
0.05
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is an important finding in the context of cancer relapse and
progression. TEV-MΦs released into the abdominal cavity
may also form a pre-metastatic niche (Fig. S10A, left).

Plasma membrane blebbing has a major role in TEV
transfer, which depends largely on cell–cell contact.

Myofibroblastic changes in PMCs were induced more
effectively by direct contact with TEV-MΦs than by
exposure to CM from TEV-MΦs (Fig. 5i, j). Although cell–
cell interaction may induce signaling in addition to TEV
transfer, treatment of cells with ZVAD, EIPA, and Annexin
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V (which interrupt TEV transfer) effectively blocked
induction of αSMA expression by PMCs and NFs (Figs. 3j,
6d). In addition, MMT was observed in TEV-MΦ-EVs
containing plasma membrane blebs. Because MMT activity
was higher in the fraction containing TEV components (Fig.
S8A), we conclude that transfer of cancer-derived contents
contributes to MMT.

This study is the first to show that TEV contents are re-
released from TEV-MΦs and incorporated into stromal cells
(Fig. S10A, right). A comparison of biotin-labeled proteins
revealed that a substantial amount of cancer-derived pro-
teins are transferred to TEV-MΦ-secreted EVs, including
the membrane blebs. TGF-β1 was detected selectively in
TEV-derived components from TEV-MΦ-EVs (Fig. S8B).
Therefore, at least in this experiment, transfer of TEV-
derived TGF-β1 may have an important role in recipient
stromal cells. Transfer of cancer-derived RNA was also
observed. Future studies should examine the contribution of
transferred cancer-derived components to regulation of
stromal cells, not only from the perspective of EMT, but
from other perspectives as well.

When TEVs were added directly to PMCs, no αSMA
expression was detected (Fig. 5k, l), suggesting that MΦs
do not simply pass on the TEVs, and that additional
molecules from MΦs may assist efficient incorporation of
TAM-EVs, or activate MMT-promoting factors. In addi-
tion, TEVs may contain components that reduce cell via-
bility; indeed, such components were collected from
samples containing dead cancer cells. For example, micro-
array analysis revealed higher expression of pro-apoptotic

FASL in LLC-derived TEVs than in EVs from TAMs iso-
lated from LLC tumors. By contrast, expression of anti-
apoptotic genes (i.e., SOD2, Bcl2l11, and TMBIM6) in
TAM-EVs was higher than that in wild-type MΦ-EVs or
TEVs (Fig. S10B). Therefore, cancer-derived components
and TEV-MΦ-derived molecules are thought to coordi-
nately induce MMT.

Cell–cell contact-mediated transfer of TEVs delivers
concentrated TEV molecules directly to recipient cells. In
addition, blebs attached to recipient cell surfaces induce
transmembrane signaling by mimicking cell-to-cell contact.
Because proteins and RNAs capsulated in EVs are stable
[36], transfer of TEVs may activate target signaling path-
ways in recipient cells after MΦs have traveled a long
distance. Co-culture of PMCs and MΦs revealed that wild-
type MΦs induced low-level expression of MMT-related
genes. Because peritoneal wild-type MΦs were collected
from mice injected with thioglycollate, inflammatory sig-
naling, i.e., NF-κB-mediated signaling, remained active,
which may affect MMT [37].

TEV-MΦs expand CAFs in the surrounding stroma prior
to infiltration of cancer cells. For example, the PMC niche
in the gastric wall prepares the CAF region in the subserosal
space, which attracts cancer cells to this area. In addition,
intraperitoneally injected TEV-MΦs attached to the perito-
neal surface and attracted metastatic cancer cells. Delivery
and transfer of TEV contents by TEV-MΦs may also con-
tribute to pro-metastatic changes in endothelial cells via
EndoMT; increased numbers of CAFs in the tumor then
accelerate co-invasion by cancer cells and CAFs. Thus,
targeting transfer of TEVs by MΦs may be a novel tool for
cancer treatment.

Materials and methods

Cells

44As3 cell were derived from patients with scirrhous gastric
carcinoma as described previously [38]. Colon-26 cells
were obtained from the Biomedical Research Institute of
Development, Aging and Cancer, Tohoku University. LLC
and B16BL6 melanoma cell lines were obtained from
RIKEN BRC Cell Bank (Tsukuba, Japan). Mouse vascular
endothelial cells (TKD2) were obtained from the Japanese
Collection of Research Bioresources (JCRB Cell Bank,
Osaka, Japan). All cells were screened for mycoplasma and
maintained in culture for <6 months after receipt. Mouse
PMCs were isolated from the mesentery [39]. To collect
mouse peritoneal MΦs, peritoneal exudates were obtained
from C57BL/6 mice by lavage 4 days after intraperitoneal
injection of 2 ml of sterile 3% thioglycollate broth (BD

Fig. 7 TEV transfer results in PMC niche formation. a–f CD63-EGFP-
44As3/CAF-TEV-MΦs were injected into the submucosal space of the
WT1CreERT2-tdTnu mouse stomach. Mice were killed on Day 9. a
Representative images of dissected stomach sections. Green, TEV-
MΦs; red, PMCs. Bar, 200 µm. b–d Paraffin-embedded sections were
co-immunostained with antibodies specific for RFP (which reacts with
tdTomato; red), F4/80 (MΦs; green), EGFP (TEV; white), or αSMA
(magenta in b, white in d). Representative images from five mice are
shown. Bar, 50 µm. e, f Mouse stomach sections stained with anti-
CD31 (endothelial cells; red) and anti-EGFP (CD63-EGFP-TEVs;
green) antibodies. The arrow indicates transendothelial invasion by
TEV-MΦs. Capillaries in the muscle layer are shown. Bar, 10 µm. g, h
DiO-labeled 44As3 cells (2 × 105) were injected into the stomach of
WT1CreERT2-tdTnu mice, and mice were killed on Day 9. Confocal
microscope images of dissected stomach sections (100 µm) are shown.
44As3 cells, green; PMCs, red. Bar, 50 µm. h Clodronate liposomes
(50 µl/body) were injected intraperitoneally 3 days after infection of
44As3 cells. i, j Macrophages incorporating B16BL6/CAF-TEVs (2 ×
106 cells) were injected into the abdominal cavity of C57BL/6J mice
and B16BL6 cells (5 × 105) were injected into the left ventricle (LV;
heart) on Day 3. Representative images of abdominal organs are
shown (n= 5 mice/group). k The number of tumor nodules (per
mouse) was counted, and the average from five mice was calculated.
*P < 0.05
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Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Mouse BM-MΦs
were isolated from the femur and tibia [40]. Human CAFs
were obtained from the tumoral gastric wall as described
previously [41]. Human PMCs were isolated from perito-
neum harboring disseminated gastric cancer cells. PMCs,
CAFs, and MΦs were cultured in DMEM containing 4500
mg/ml glucose, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, and 10% FBS. The
study complied with the Declaration of Helsinki and was
approved by the Osaka City University Ethics Committee
(Osaka, Japan) and Akita University Ethics Committee. All
patients provided informed consent prior to the study.

Mice

Wt1-Cre (Wt1tm2(CreERT2)Wtp/J) and ROSA26 (B6.Cg-Gt
(ROSA)26Sortm14(CAG-tdTomato)Hze/J) mice were obtained
from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) [12].
BALB/cnu/nu mice and C57BL/6J mice were obtained from
CLEA Japan, Inc. (Tokyo, Japan). Mice were bred under
specific pathogen-free conditions at the Animal Research
Laboratory Bioscience Education-Research Center of Akita
University. Six-week-old-female mice were used for
inoculation of cancer cells or EVs. All animal protocols
were approved by the Committee for Ethics of Animal
Experimentation, and all experiments were conducted in
accordance with the Guidelines for Animal Experiments
(approval number, a-1-2862).

TEVs and TEV-MΦs

Cancer cells (5 × 106) were overlaid on confluent CAF cells
(5 × 106) and incubated for 40 h in medium lacking FBS.
CM was collected, and EVs (including exosomes, plasma
membrane-derived vesicles, and apoptotic vesicles
(ApoVs)) were purified from the supernatants by ultra-
centrifugation, as described previously [23, 42]. Briefly,
culture supernatants were cleared of cell debris and large
vesicles by centrifugation at 300 × g for 10 min prior to
centrifugation at 100,000 × g for 2 h to pellet EVs. To
separate ApoVs and exosomes, cell debris-free samples
were centrifuged at 2000 × g for 20 min to pellet ApoVs and
the supernatant was passed through 0.8 µm filters (GE
Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA). The supernatant was then
centrifuged again at 100,000 × g for 2 h to pellet exosomes.
Freshly collected mouse peritoneal macrophages (5 × 105)
were incubated for 3 days with TEVs (prepared as descri-
bed) in a culture dish (60 mm in diameter) containing
medium supplemented with 10% FBS. Culture medium was
diluted twofold with fresh medium and used as CM. TEV-
MΦs were detached and used for direct co-culture with
stromal cells. NFs or PMCs (1 × 105) were either mixed
with detached TEV-MΦs (4 × 105) and co-cultured, or
incubated for 72 h in CM from TEV-MΦs.
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